
MPSSAA Field Hockey 2018 Quiz #2 

 

1. A defender is inside her goal cage while play is in the circle.  Is this permitted? 
2. There is a running clock in the game after a team is ahead by 5 goals. After a goal is 

scored and players are coming back to center, must a sub wait for the girl she is replacing 
to exit the field? 

3. On a penalty corner, after the umpire nods approval, the player taking the insertion 
swings and misses the ball.  Two defenders jump early in anticipation of the hit.  How 
many defenders should go to the 50-yard line? 

4. The red team is attacking inside their opponent’s 25-yard line.  A hard drive on the 
ground hits defender B-1’s foot 6 inches outside the circle.  The attack prepares to quick 
start, but the umpire blows her whistle calling time-out because defender B-1 is injured.  
After B-1 has been replaced, should the players set up in the same position they held 
when the time-out was called? 

5. Team A-1 is taking the center pass. The following occurs in sequence:  the umpire blows 
her whistle; three Team A attack players cross the 50-yard line; the Team A center plays 
the ball.  Is this legal or illegal? 

6. When defending a penalty corner, may a player place her hand on the goal post in order 
to push off for momentum? 

7. Team B is huddling prior to taking their penalty corner.  How long can they do this? 
8. A ball is hit along the ground when A-1’s stick deflects the ball high into the air so that it 

falls between two Team B players who are standing 10-yards away.  Where should the 
free hit take place? 

a. At the spot of the deflection. 
b. At the spot where the two Team B players were. 


